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Abstract – Sentiment Analysis is an emerging field in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) with very interesting
application such as opinion mining, Opinion
Summarization, Market Analysis. Sentiment Classifier
trained for a single domain when used to classify reviews
on a different domain results in poor performance. To
overcome the problem in single domain classification,
Sentiment Sensitive distributional thesaurus is created
using unlabeled data for both source and target domains.
A Binary Classifier was constructed using reviews to
classify the SST as a positive and negative review and by
using the created thesaurus the feature vectors are
expanded during train and test times using Cosine
Similarity and Point wise Mutual Information (PMI).The
Performance of Multi-Domain and Single Domain
Sentiment classification were compared and the results
show that the Multi-Domain Adaptation outperforms
numerous baselines.
Index Terms – Opinion Mining, Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Cosine Similarity, Point wise Mutual
Information (PMI), Domain Adaptation
I.

INTRODUCTION

As an emerging communication platform, web 2.0
leads the Internet to be more and more user interactive
.People can express and share their opinions and concerns
in the cyberspace. Opinions are important because
decision can be made by hear others opinions. One can
express opinions on anything in reviews, Forums,
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discussion groups, blogs….Sentiment Classification is an
important tasks in various applications such as Opinion
Mining, Opinion Summarization and Contextual
Advertisement. Sentiment Analysis has been used to help
political strategies gauge public opinion on the Internet as
Yahoo News shows (Weber).In an Opinion
Summarization System, it is useful to first classify all
reviews into positive and negative sentiment and then
create a summary for each sentiment for a particular
domain. Sentiment is expressed differently in different
domains, and it is costly to collect corpus for each new
domain in which we would like to apply a sentiment
classifier. For example, in the movie domain the words
“entertainment” and “enjoyable” are express positive
sentiment. On the other side, If we consider the book
domain the words “exciting” and “thriller” are express
positive sentiment. A Classifier trained on one domain
might not perform well on a different domain because it
fails to learn the sentiment of the unseen words. A MultiDomain Sentiment Classification focuses on the challenge
of training a classifier for one domain and applying the
trained classifier for a different domains using measure
the relatedness between the source and target domains.
The higher performance was achieved when use in
multiple domains than used those domains individually.
II.

LITERARTURE SURVEY

Chihli Hung et al.[23] had proposed word-of-mouth
sentiment classification, It reevaluates the objective
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sentiment words in the SentiWordNet sentiment lexicon Feature vectors can be expanded at train and test times in
and improves the performance. Bollegala D et al.[3] had a binary classifier (Feature Expansion) by using the
proposed a novel pattern extraction algorithm and a created thesaurus. Sentiment Classification performance
pattern clustering algorithm identify the numerous was improved by reducing the execution time of proposed
semantic relations that exist between two given words.
method against single domain. Corpora were not needed
Chenghua Lin et al.[4] have proposed a novel to be developed for each domain due to which the cost
probabilistic modelling framework called joint sentiment- gets reduced.
topic (JST) model based on latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA), which detects sentiment and topic simultaneously
The model of Sentiment Classification in Multifrom text.
Domain Adaptation system consists of Sentiment
Sensitive Thesaurus, Binary classifier, Feature Expansion
Danushka Bollegala et al.[9] has used a Domain and Evaluation process. Fig 1 shows the block diagram of
Adaptation method for different domains by using Point the proposed Multi-Domain Sentiment Classification with
wise Mutual Information(PMI). Alexandre Trilla et al [5] its major processing steps. Sentiment Sensitive Thesaurus
Evaluated TTS Scenario with different combinations of has been created from a Unlabeled Reviews was taken
textual features and classifiers to determine the most from Amazon Reviews.
appropriate adaptation procedure.
Erik Cambria et al. [16] They proposed a International
Unigrams and bigrams were selected for trained a
Survey of Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR,
Sentiment classifier. Binary Classifier was used to
an emotion related dataset) and ISEAR distance-based
classify the reviews and convert the Unlabeled Review
measures, including point-wise mutual information, and
into Labeled Reviews. Labeled Reviews for the four
emotional affinity.
domains was selected to expand the feature vectors in a
Feature Expansion using PMI and Cosine Similarity.The
Xu Xueke et al. [12] had used a novel generative relatedness measure has been important decision in a
topic model, the Joint Aspect/Sentiment (JAS) model, to thesauri-based approach. The relatedness measure on the
jointly extract aspects and aspect-dependent sentiment performance of the proposed method, from the four
lexicons from online customer reviews.
sentiment sensitive thesauri using No Adaptation was
evaluated.
Rui Xia et al.[13] had introduced the feature
ensemble plus sample selection (SS-FE) approach to learn
Feature expansion for all four sentiment sensitive
a new labeling function in a feature reweighting manner.
thesauri with the Domain Adaptation was conducted
using numerous relatedness measures. Expansion
Malandrakis N et al [22] presented an affective text candidates have higher relatedness in Domain Adaptation
analysis model that can directly estimate and combine than the No Adaptation.
affective ratings of multi-word terms.
No Adaptation and Domain Adaptation was
Krcadinac U et al. [20] had proposed recognition compared with the results of Sentiment Similarity and
approach works at the sentence level and uses the Document Similarity. The accuracy that obtain from multi
standard Ekman emotion classification. Chien-Liang Liu source domains is always greater than the accuracy from
et al.[11] a novel approach based on latent semantic used those domains individually.
analysis (LSA) to identify product features. The rating
Sentiment Classification performance was improved
and review-summarization system can be extended to by reducing the execution time of proposed method
other product-review domains easily.
against single source domain. Performance of Sentiment
classification has been improved. Corpora were not need
Xiaohui Yu et al. [19] had used Sentiment PLSA (S- to develop for each multiple domains of interest leads to
PLSA), in which a review is considered as a document reduce the cost.
generated by a number of hidden sentiment factors, in
order to capture the complex nature of sentiments.
The review has a 800 positive and 800 negative
sentiment elements for a single domain it can be reduced
to 400 positive and 400 negative labeled sentiment
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECHTURE
elements when using multiple domains
Sentiment Classifier trained using labeled data for a
particular domain to classify sentiment of user reviews on
a different domain often results in poor performance and
Corpora was developed for each possible domain of
interest is costly. Multi-Domain Adaptation system was
proposed to overcome the limitation in the existing
system.
Thesaurus was created that is sensitive to the
sentiment of words expressed in different domains and
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IV.
A.

MODULE DESCRIPTION

SST Creation

Sentiment Sensitive Thesaurus has been created
from a Unlabeled reviews. Unlabeled Reviews was taken
from Amazon Reviews. Unlabeled Review has taken for
the four domains such as Book, Movie, Electronics,
Kitchen Appliances. Unlabeled review has splitted into
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individual words as unigrams and bigrams. The data
preparation step performs necessary data preprocessing
B. Binary Classifier
and cleaning on the dataset for reducing the dataset size.
Preprocessing steps include Removing bag of words,
Binary Classification is the task of classifying the
Stemming, Stop words removal.
members of given set of objects into two groups on the
basis of whether they have some property or not. The
values of the positive score and the negative score (both
ranging from 0 to 1) of each remaining word has been
compared. If the positive score is greater than the
negative score, value 1 has been labeled in the SST and
declared as positive review. Otherwise, polarity value 0
has been labeled in the SST and declared as negative
review.
C. Feature Expansion
A Classifier has been trained using labeled data
from the source domains and it cannot readily used to
classify test domains. Feature Expansion method
has
augmented a feature vector with additional
related
features selected from the SST.Point wise mutual
information(PMI) is known to be biased toward
infrequent elements and features. It accurately captures
words that express similar sentiments.
Point wise Mutual Information (PMI) has used to
expand the feature vectors. Statistical measures denoted
by f(u,w) has been used to capture the interdependence
between two words by a equation 1.
D. Performance Analysis
The relatedness measure on the performance of the
proposed method, from the four sentiment sensitive
thesauri using No Adaptation was evaluated and domain
adaptation was conducted using numerous relatedness
measure. Expansion candidates in domain
adaptation has higher accuracy than No Adaptation
by using the equation 2
Accuracy=Total similarity for a different domain
Total no of domains
(2)
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V IMPLEMENTATION

f(u,w)=log

n

d) Evaluation Results
The performance was analyzed using Cosine
Similarity and Point wise Mutual Information.

c ( u, w)
N
m

c(i,w)
i=1

∑ c(u,j)
j=1

TABLE I
(1)

Where, f (u,w)-Point wise Mutual Information
between a sentiment element u and a feature w. c(u, w)
number of review sentences in which a sentiment element
u and a feature w co-occur.
Sentiment sensitivity was achieved in the thesaurus
by incorporating document level sentiment labels in the
context vectors used as the basis for measuring the
distributional similarity between words.
Cosine Similarity is widely used as a measure of
relatedness among the documents in numerous tasks in
sentiment classification.
In this Section, datasets and experimental
results are discussed in detail.
A. Experimental Setup

RELATEDNESS MEASURE BY USING POINTWISE
MUTUAL
INFORMATION FOR NO ADAPTATION

Movie
(Source
domain)
Document
Similarity
Sentiment
Similarity

150GB disk
space was
used.
b) Software

Document
Similarity

80.00%
70.00%

Unlabeled Review has selected for the
four domains from the Amazon.com. Book
Review can be taken for Story Books in
Amazon.com, Movie Review can be taken
for the Comic Movies in Amazon.com,
Electronics Review is from Pyrus
Electronics 4gb Mp3 / mp4 /mp5 Player
with 2.8 Inch Touch Screen and All
Stainless Steel Casing (Electronics) Kitchen
Appliances review is from Zojirushi ECBD15BA Fresh Brew Thermal Carafe
Coffee Maker (Kitchen).

Kitchen

i=1
84.63%

77.36%

Appliances(K)
76.34%

50.58%

32.95%

10.97%

Movie(Target
domain)

Sentiment
Similarity

Multi-Domain Adaptation System was
implemented using Python 2.7 with nltk
3.0(Natural Language Toolkit)
c) Datasets

Electronics(E)

TABLE II
RELATEDNESS MEASURE BY USING COSINE
SIMILARITY FOR
DOMAIN
ADAPTATION

a) Hardware
Intel(R) Core (2) DUO CPU T5550 512MB RAM;

Book(B)

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
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B+E

E+K

K+B

86.94
%

86.95%

87.67%

68.92
%

79.54%

64.86%
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[3] Bollegala D, Matsuo, Y.,Ishizuka M. “A Web Search Engine-Based Approach
TABLE1 and TABLEII describes sentiment
to Measure Semantic Similarity between Words” IEEE Transactions on
similarity between the source domain and
Knowledge and Data Engineering Volume: 23 ,Issue: 7 Publication Year:
target domain
2011,Page(s): 977 -990
Book
Elecronics
Kitchen Appliances

Considering Electronics and Book reviews has
the cosine similarity values are 32.95 and 50.58%
respectively when considered as single domain but
combining the two reviews(Book+ Electronics) has the
cosine similarity value is 68.92% with an increase of 30
percent approximately.
VI .CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Sentiment Sensitivity was achieved in the thesaurus
by incorporating document level sentiment classification
in the context vectors used as the basis for measuring the
distributional similarity between words. The performance
of Multi-Domain and the single domain was compared
with the results based on numerous similarity measures
has been improved in the domain adaptation. The
accuracy that obtain from Multiple domains was always
greater than the accuracy from used those domains
individually.
In a future work, More combination of domains can
be considered and their relatedness measures can be
analyzed. Other types of relatedness measures like Lin’s
similarity can be calculated and analyzed.
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